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Designed for medical professionals who may struggle with making the leap to conceptual

understanding and applying physics, the eighth edition continues to build transferable

problem-solving skills. It includes a set of features such as Analyzing-Multiple-Concept Problems,

Check Your Understanding, Concepts & Calculations, and Concepts at a Glance. This helps the

reader to first identify the physics concepts, then associate the appropriate mathematical equations,

and finally to work out an algebraic solution.
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I'm a professor who has used this book for 3 years. Overall, it is a very good algebra-based book

specially made for pre-med students. They have gone to great lengths to include medical

applications, and the content of the book is based on what the MCAT requires. For the most part,

the chapters are about the right length and the explanations are clear. The number of homework

problems has been accumulating over the last 8 editions, so there are now almost a ridiculous

number of problems to choose from (>200 in some chapters!) ranging from trivial to challenging.

This book covers a huge amount of material, more than you could possibly cover in a year, and is in

danger of bloating. I have found very few errors and only a few points which I would disagree with,

which is pretty good considering the size of the book. There is an attempt to introduce some current

research areas like cosmology and particle physics in the last chapter, but otherwise they stick very

closely to MCAT topics. Also, the WileyPLUS system offers solid online homework grading and

some nice study materials.



As a high school physics teacher, I think this book is fantastic. I would not recommend it for an

introductory HS class (but maybe for college) but it is a great for AP physics. The explanations are

very clear and there are a lot of sample problems. There are also a lot of ties to medical

applications. The problems at the back also have a great range from real easy to killer hard.

This book totally rocks if you're taking an algebra-based physics course at the community college or

four-year university level. It's also great if you're studying for the MCAT. The problems at the end of

each chapter are decent, but that's where this review gets a four star rating rather than five: Some

of the problems are too convoluted and long. Why should physics problems have to be huge

paragraphs in length, especially when it becomes very difficult to draw a diagram from the wording?

I actually had to write to the author about a few of the problems, and he was courteous enough to

write me back. The end result of our little exchange was that the problems under discussion will be

revised in time for the next edition! Gotta love it!Overall though, I had the absolute worst professor

ever for General Physics I, but I still pulled through with an A by constantly referring to this book.

The textbook is good as a reference. The kindle version is not very well formatted. The equations

and the in-text equations are incredibly hard to read. I wish they had put some effort into formatting

this textbook more. Buy Halliday and Resnick on the kindle instead.

This book gives extremely helpful and clear examples.My physics instructor was kind but rambled

on and continually mixed up terms and variables. Thank God for this book. It easily clarified

everything my instructor couldn't.

Don't bother with this book. Even the explanations were hard to understand. Yes, I passed the

physics class associated with this book, but only because of youtube videos explaining how to work

the problems.

I gave this book two stars because its not easy to read. It shows a lot of problems which is a plus

but sometimes the basic concept is forgotten and the problems get complex. It looks nice and

presents images well.

The book arrived promptly and was in great condition except I later learned that it is missing the

answers to odd problems and the index, which are listed in the table of contents and supposed to



be at the end of the book. These sections are present in other hard copy books of the same edition

and everything. The pages don't appear to have been ripped out so I think the book was defective.

Be careful.
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